Introduction {#S1}
============

Olfaction is central to the perception of chemical environments and is a necessary sensory system for the survival of most animals. The OB is the first region of the brain to receive and modify odor signals before sending them to higher brain regions. In many ways similar to the retina, the OB accomplishes its tasks by utilizing different subtypes of neurons embedded in distinct laminae. The neuronal circuitry and synaptic activities within the OB are complex. Chemical odors are first transduced by the OSNs in the olfactory epithelium. OSNs form glutamatergic axodendritic synapses ([@B10]; [@B25]) with interneurons of the GL and the main output neurons of the OB, mitral and tufted cells (M/TCs) ([@B74]; [@B6], [@B7]; [@B47]; [@B40]). The interneurons found in the GL are collectively termed JGCs, which can be divided into three types: PGCs, SACs, and ETCs ([@B29]; [@B74]; [@B81]; [@B82]; [@B65]). As the odor signal is being transmitted to the M/TCs, the JGCs modify the signal by the release of neurotransmitters such as glutamate, GABA, and DA.

Endogenous to the GL, DA-releasing JGCs are localized around the spherical, dense neuropil structures called glomeruli. DA is expressed in 10--16% of all JGCs; this corresponds to roughly 88,000 neurons in the GL of the OB of the mouse and roughly 100,000 neurons in the GL of the rat ([@B60]; [@B68]; [@B69]). The DA neuron population in the OB is estimated to be the largest in the entire brain ([@B16]). These neurons mainly make inhibitory contacts with the OSNs and the apical dendrites of M/TCs ([@B67]; [@B35]; [@B9]; [@B24]; [@B21]; [@B87]). Functionally, these DA neurons are important for increasing odor resolution by simultaneously increasing odor discrimination and decreasing odor noise ([@B90]; [@B24]; [@B85]). Thus, the gating mechanisms of OB DA neurons are crucial, but it is not fully understood how these neurons respond to specific signal stimuli.

Recent studies show that OB DA neurons fall into two categories: larger neurons possessing an axon and smaller neurons that are anaxonic ([@B17]; [@B27]). These results support earlier reports ([@B31]; [@B73]; [@B45], [@B49], [@B50]) and reviews ([@B51], [@B52]; [@B71]) describing two distinct sizes of OB DA neurons. What is/are the potential identities and locations of these small and large DA neurons? Based on different neuronal features, many studies often categorize OB DA neurons as being either PGCs ([@B43], [@B47], [@B46]; [@B45]; [@B69]) or SACs ([@B41]; [@B57]; [@B18]; [@B15]), with SACs having a slightly larger soma size than PGCs ([@B74]; [@B65]). A subgroup of potential DAergic PGCs were identified as the "Type-1" PGCs, which express TH (the rate-limiting enzyme present in all DA neurons) and receive excitatory input from the "ON Zone," corresponding to the area between the middle and the superficial (ONL/GL) border of the glomerulus ([@B43], [@B47], [@B46]; [@B44], [@B45]). A potential DAergic population of SACs provide the most common source of interglomerular projections in the OB ([@B2]; [@B41]), thus, may correspond to the axonic DA neurons, which are mostly found in the deeper (closer to the EPL) portion of the GL ([@B27]). Therefore, to distinguish between these two potential types of OB DA neurons, we used whole-cell electrophysiology to investigate differences in the membrane properties of OB DA neurons based on their laminar localization in the GL and size (neuronal area).

The response of a neuron to artificial stimuli can be indicative of both how that neuron responds to natural stimuli and the functional outcomes in the neuronal circuit. Surprisingly, there is a lack of information regarding how OB DA neurons respond to artificial stimuli. Therefore, another focus of this study was to determine the firing and gating properties of OB DA neurons in response to evoked current step stimuli. Further, the ionic currents that directly and indirectly contribute to spiking properties -- I~Na~ and the non-specific cation I~H~, respectively ([@B72]; [@B38]) -- were examined in these neurons. To potentially further distinguish between types of OB DA neurons, these properties were also studied in neurons categorized according to laminar (GL) localization and neuronal area.

Lastly, the signal processing properties of OB DA neurons were investigated. These neurons are mostly inhibitory and, upon activation, release DA and the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA, which most OB DA neurons co-express ([@B48], [@B43]; [@B26]; [@B5]; [@B59]; [@B14]; [@B57], [@B58]). These inhibitory actions could increase odor discrimination through the activity of the D~2~ receptor ([@B85]). It has been shown that higher odor concentrations increase odor discrimination ([@B89]). To investigate whether the OB DA neurons contribute to this, we used a whole-cell current-clamp recording protocol that injected ramps of current into the neurons, with variable ramp slopes. Unlike the conventional step protocols, these ramp protocols are more akin to the summation properties of natural stimuli. In combination with the conventional step stimulations, the ramp stimuli allowed us to determine how responsive OB DA neurons are to strong and weak stimuli. These responses were also differentiated between OB DA neurons based on their GL localization and neuronal area.

As many previous studies have characterized OB DA neurons in transgenic mice ([@B73], [@B70], [@B72]; [@B76]), the last goal of this study was to determine these properties in the rat. Rats offer some clear advantages over mice (e.g., easier to handle, lower susceptibility to stress, larger brain size facilitates brain surgery and imaging) and are better models for the study of some human behaviors and conditions ([@B23]). For these experiments, we used a transgenic rat line -- the TH green fluorescent protein (hTH-GFP) line ([@B37]) -- which expresses GFP in all TH + (DA) neurons in the OB and other regions of the brain. The advent of this transgenic rat model has important implications to future research and facilitates the exploration of species differences (see section "Discussion"). Whereas previous research in the rat OB characterized the biophysical properties of JGCs without determining the cell type (DA or other) (e.g., [@B77]), our transgenic rat model allowed us to directly examine the electrophysiological properties of fluorescent OB DA neurons and to determine potential differences between rat and mouse OB DA neurons.

Overall, our results show that OB DA neurons may have spiking properties that differ from those of other OB neurons. These spiking properties, along with their membrane properties, I~H~, and gating properties, may differ between neurons based on the neuronal area, but not necessarily the localization of these neurons in the GL. Given that OB DA neurons appear to be more responsive to weaker stimuli and are inhibitory, these results also imply that these neurons act as high-pass filters in the OB. Additionally, these spiking properties are characteristic of DA neurons of rats, but not mice. These findings provide further insight not only to the identity of the OB DA neurons, but also to their signal processing properties that allow them to respond to different odor signals to properly process information in the rat OB.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Animals {#S2.SS1}
-------

Transgenic hTH-GFP Sprague Dawley rats ([@B37]) were used for all experiments (Taconic Biosciences, United States). Rats were housed in an animal vivarium facility at Florida State University, exposed to a 12-h light and dark cycle, and provided *ad libitum* access to food and water. All experiments were carried out in accordance with the current edition (8th) of the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the Florida State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved all procedures.

Olfactory Bulb Dissection {#S2.SS2}
-------------------------

Rat OB tissue slices were prepared as previously described ([@B13]). Rats between the ages of P12 and P22 were used. A total of 83 rats were used for these experiments (approximately 2 rats for each day of recording). Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (Henry Schein Animal Health, Dublin, OH, United States) and were decapitated. OBs were harvested in ice cold, oxygenated (95% O~2~, 5% CO~2~) aCSF with sucrose (sucrose aCSF). The makeup of the sucrose aCSF solution is as follows (in mM): 83 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26.2 NaHCO~3~, 1 NaH~2~PO~4~, 0.5 CaCl~2~, 3.3 MgCl~2~, 22 glucose, and 72 sucrose. OBs were glued onto a metal pedestal using cyanoacrylate and 300-μm thick horizontal slices were cut with a Vibratome (St Louis, MO, United States) in ice-cold sucrose aCSF solution. Slices were gently transferred to a holding chamber, incubated in 35°C-oxygenated aCSF solution for 30 min, and then stored at 20--24°C until use. The makeup of the aCSF solution is as follows (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 NaHCO~3~, 1.25 NaH~2~PO~4~, 2 CaCl~2~, 1 MgCl~2~, and 25 glucose. Tissue slices were then transferred to a recording chamber for all electrophysiology experiments.

Electrophysiology {#S2.SS3}
-----------------

For all electrophysiology experiments, 300-μm horizontal OB slices were used for recordings in whole-cell current- and voltage-clamp modes. A Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Axon Instruments, San Jose, CA, United States), ITC-18 digitizer (Instrutech, Longmont, CO, United States), and AxographX acquisition software (John Clements) were used for all data acquisition. Neurons were visualized with a Leica DMLFS fluorescent microscope (Meyer Instruments, Houston, TX, United States) and a Hitachi HV-D30 camera (B&H, NY, United States).

Borosilicate glass (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, United States) was pulled into electrodes with a final resistance of 4--6 MΩ. The intracellular solution for most whole-cell recordings was composed of the following (in mM): 125 KMeSO~4~, 0.025 CaCl~2~, 2 MgCl~2~, 1 EGTA, 2 Na~2~ATP, 0.5 NaGTP, and 10 HEPES. Neurons were constantly perfused with an oxygenated aCSF solution at a rate of 1 ml per minute. In total, we recorded from 140 neurons from OB slices. Extracellular drugs were delivered by bath perfusion. We used 25 μM CdCl~2~ to inhibit voltage-gated calcium channels (Ca~v~) for I~Na~ analyses. In addition, 5 μg/ml of propidium iodide was used to visualize the OB layers, which was incubated with post-recorded slices for 2 h in 20--24°C before being imaged with a Leica DMLB fluorescent microscope (Meyer Instruments, Houston, TX, United States) and an Andor camera (Andor, Oxford Instruments, Europe), with the NIS Elements AR 3.2 software (Nikon, Melville, NY, United States).

Calculating Membrane Properties {#S2.SS4}
-------------------------------

Membrane properties of OB DA neurons were compared based on their localization in the GL ("Top" vs. "Bottom") and neuronal areas ("Large" vs. "Small" neurons). The localization of DA neurons in the GL was distinguished visually before targeting them for whole-cell electrophysiology recordings. "Top" DA neurons were identified as the fluorescent neurons in the "upper half" (the area between the center and the ONL/GL border) of their respective glomeruli. "Bottom" DA neurons were identified as the fluorescent neurons in the "bottom half" (the area between the center and the GL/EPL border) of their respective glomeruli. We recorded from a total of 94 neurons (45 Top and 49 Bottom) categorized in this manner. (The rest of the recorded neurons were not identified by their localization or neuronal area and were thus excluded from these and subsequent calculations).

Of the total of 140 neurons from which we recorded in slice, we determined neuronal areas ("areas") for 87 of these neurons. For the purpose of analysis, these neurons were categorized according to size and separated into thirds. As large versions of the "Small" neurons could overlap with small versions of the "Large" neurons, we eliminated the middle group of neurons from this analysis to reduce misidentification of cells. Therefore, one-third (*n* = 29) of the neurons with the largest areas (3390 to 4890 μm^2^) and one-third (*n* = 27) of the neurons with the smallest areas (1589 to 2610 μm^2^) were used for calculations and comparisons of membrane properties based on neuronal area. All membrane properties were calculated from current-clamp voltage traces.

Membrane resistance was calculated by analyzing the hyperpolarizing voltage deflection in response to current injection (−10, −25, −50, or −75 pA step) using V = IR. The time constant (τ) was calculated by analyzing the amount of time it took for the neuron to hyperpolarize to 63% of its total voltage step. Capacitance was then derived using τ = RC. From the capacitance, the neuronal area was calculated by C = AC~*m*~. The C~*m*~ (specific capacitance) was previously determined to be 1.0 $\frac{\mu F}{cm2}$ ([@B33]; [@B34]; [@B28]), which was converted to 0.01 $\frac{pF}{\mu m2}$the value used for these calculations. The neurons' action potential thresholds were determined through specific protocols. The first protocol injected 40, 3-ms depolarizing currents, at 1.5 s increments, with each incremental injection being 10 pA more depolarizing than the last (beginning with 10 pA and ending with 400 pA). The action potential threshold was defined as the amount of current that produced a voltage spike distinct from an Ohmic response. If the first protocol did not produce spiking in a neuron, a second protocol was used with the same specifications, except the injections were increased to increments of 20 pA (beginning with 20 pA and ending with 800 pA). Finally, voltage sag ratios were calculated by analyzing the minimum (V~i~) and final (V~f~) membrane voltages of a hyperpolarization step. The V~i~ is the value of the voltage drop before the depolarization sag, while the V~f~ is the voltage value at the very end of a hyperpolarizing stimulus (voltage sag ratio = $\frac{V_{i} - V_{f}}{V_{i}}$). All calculations were made on voltage drops produced by −25, −50, and −75 pA stimuli.

Na^+^ Current Properties {#S2.SS5}
------------------------

For the recording of the I~Na~, the intracellular recording solution consisted of the following (in mM): 125 CsCl, 2 MgCl~2~, 1.1 EGTA, 2 ATP, 0.5 GTP, and 10 HEPES. To isolate these inward currents from the inward I~Ca~^2+^, recordings were made in the presence of 25 μM CdCl~2~ in the extracellular aCSF solution. All I~Na~s were elicited by depolarizing the neuronal membrane with 200-ms, 10-mV voltage steps. I~Na~ was identified as a transient fast-activating and inactivating inward current that would last no longer than 10 ms. The current-voltage I~Na~ curve was constructed by taking the peak current values at each depolarization step (ranging from −80 to 30 mV). To calculate the inactivation (h∞) curve, the neuronal membrane received 7 50-ms pre-pulse voltage steps (ranging from −90 to −30 mV, in 10 mV increments), followed by a 100-ms 80 mV depolarizing step. The currents that resulted at the 80-mV step were used to calculate the inactivation curve. The I~Na~ with the largest amplitude, occurring when the membrane went from −90 to 80 mV, was used as a reference peak. At this point, the peak of each subsequent current (−80, −70 mV, etc.) was divided by the maximum peak, and the resulting ratios showed how much voltage-gated Na^+^ (Na~v~) channels were inactivated at certain membrane potentials. The half-inactivation is presented in this paper as the membrane potential (I~Na~ Peak/I~Na~ Peak (Max)) = 0.5. This inactivation curve shows the cumulative peak from 23 neurons. Each neuron also had an individual inactivation curve constructed, where their individual membrane potentials at half inactivation values were derived and compared. Two additional inactivation plots were constructed for Top vs. Bottom and Large vs. Small DA neurons, which were taken from the pooled sample of 23 neurons. To derive the amount of time it would take to remove inactivation from 63% of Na~v~s, we constructed an IPI curve. This curve was derived by depolarizing each neuron with two 20-ms 60 mV voltage steps, with each pair of pulses separated by increasing intervals (0.5, 1, 3, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, and 50 ms). At each IPI, the peak of current 2 (from the second 60 mV pulse) was divided by the peak of current 1 (from the first 60 mV pulse). The resulting ratio shows how the increasing durations of IPIs remove the inactivation of Na~v~. The amount of time it would take to remove inactivation from 63% of these channels was derived when the curve crossed I~Na~ Peak 2/I~Na~ Peak 1 = 0.63. The cumulative curve was constructed from 25 neurons. Subsequently, each neuron also had its own IPI curve constructed, and their individual times to remove inactivation from 63% of Na~v~s were derived and compared. Two additional removal of inactivation plots were constructed for Top vs. Bottom and Large vs. Small DA neurons, which were taken from the pooled sample of 25 neurons.

Ramp Protocols {#S2.SS6}
--------------

For all analyses involving ramp stimuli, the "ON current" and "OFF current" were found at the beginning and ending of action potential firing, respectively. The interspike period (Δt) was calculated as the time between two consecutive action potentials, with Δt~1~ = the time between the first and second action potential, Δt~2~ = the time between the second and third action potential, and so on. Individual spike frequencies (*f*) were determined by taking the inverse of each Δt.

Data Analysis {#S2.SS7}
-------------

For all statistical and graphical analyses, GraphPad Prism (version 8.2.1; La Jolla, CA, United States) was used. All data are presented as mean ± SEM. Homogeneity of variance was determined via the *F*-test. The normality of residuals was checked with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests. Residuals were considered normally distributed if *p*-Values were \>0.05. Additionally, the residual and Q-Q plots were visualized to confirm residuals' normality. As the sampled distributions had normal distributions and equal variances, unpaired *t*-tests were used to determine whether mean values for membrane properties differed based on two groups of independent categorical variables -- GL localization ("Top" vs. "Bottom" of GL) or neuronal area ("Large" vs. "Small" neurons). These results are presented as *t*(df) = x.xx, *p* = 0.xx. Statistically significant values are represented as any *p*-Value less than 0.05. ^∗^ = *p* \< 0.05; ^∗∗^ = *p* \< 0.01; ^∗∗∗^ = *p* \< 0.001; and ^\*\*\*\*^ = *p* \< 0.0001.

For the ramp experiments, we transformed all the results into log-log plots by taking the logarithms of the *x*-Values (ramp slopes) and the *y*-Values (ON/OFF currents, spiking frequencies, and spike numbers). This transformation linearized the data, indicating that they are distributed as power functions, *y* = 10*^*b*^*⋅x*^*m*^*, where *b* is the y-intercept and *m* is the slope of the transformed data. With the data now linearized, we compared the slopes of each group (Top vs. Bottom and Large vs. Small DA neurons) using a simple linear regression analysis, after confirming that the criteria for normality (as described above) were met. A significant difference (*p* \< 0.05) in *m* between different DA groups indicates a significantly different responses to changes in ramp slopes.

Results {#S3}
=======

Visualization and Glomerular Localization of Rat Olfactory Bulb Dopamine Neurons {#S3.SS1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Most fluorescent OB DA neurons were localized to the GL ([Figures 1A--C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Some DA neurons were also expressed in layers deep to the GL, including the EPL, MCL, and GCL ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Neurons expressed in layers deep to the GL are likely the neonatal and adult-born DA neurons that are migrating from the subventricular zone and rostral migratory stream to their final destination within the GL ([@B11]; [@B4]; [@B70]). Roughly 1,700 TH-positive neurons were previously reported in the EPL ([@B69]). These OB DA neurons showed a variety of morphologies, including multipolar and bipolar shapes, with varying soma sizes ([Figures 1B,C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Some areas in the GL have DA neurons that are equally distributed around their respective glomeruli's circumferences ([Figures 1B,C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We determined whether these neurons express differences that may account for them being more than one OB DA neuron subtype.

![Rat OB and its endogenous DA neurons. **(A)** A horizontal OB slice with green fluorescent TH-GFP neurons localized to the GL. Discreet layers -- EPL, MCL, and GCL -- deep to the GL were also emphasized with propidium iodide (red). Scale bar represents 200 μm. **(B)** A higher magnification of another OB slice with fluorescent DA neurons localized mostly to the GL, but also some neurons in the EPL, MCL, and GCL. Scale bar represents 100 μm. **(C)** A single spherical glomerulus with fluorescent DA neurons around its circumference. Scale bar represents 50 μm.](fncel-14-00060-g001){#F1}

Membrane Properties {#S3.SS2}
-------------------

It is unclear whether the properties of OB DA neurons expressed in the superficial half of the glomerulus (closer to the ONL; "Top," red neurons) differ from those expressed in the deeper half of the glomerulus (closer to the EPL; "Bottom," blue neurons) ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Such differences may be indicative of different neuronal subtypes, such as PGCs and SACs. We compared membrane resistance, capacitance, neuronal areas, time constants, and action potential thresholds between DA neurons localized to the upper/"top" and lower/"bottom" portions of their respective glomeruli. In the following sections, we also compared the properties of ionic currents (I~Na~, I~H~, and ON and OFF currents) and spiking properties (spiking frequencies and number of spikes) between these groups of DA neurons. For this section, we compared the membrane properties of 64 recorded neurons (32 "Top," 32 "Bottom," and 9 neurons not identified by their localization, which were not included in the "Top" vs. "Bottom" analyses) ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

![Comparison of membrane properties between OB DA neurons based on their localization in the GL and neuronal area. **(A)** Top, red neurons = closer to ONL; Bottom, blue neurons = closer to the EPL. **(B)** Large, green neurons = 3390 to 4890 μm^2^; Small, pink neurons = 1589 to 2610 μm^2^. All data represented as mean ± SEM. **(C)** For membrane resistances (in MΩ), there was no significant difference (*n* = 64, *p* = 0.4181, **Ci**) between neurons based on their glomerular localization, but there was a significant difference (*n* = 48, *p* = 0.0001\*\*, **Cii**) based on neuronal area. **(D)** For membrane capacitance (in pF), there was no significant difference (*n* = 64, *p* = 0.2979, **Di**) between neurons based on their glomerular localization, but there was a significant difference (*n* = 48, *p* \< 0.0001\*\*\*\*, **Dii**) based on neuronal area. **(E)** For neuronal areas (in μm^2^), like capacitance, there was no significant difference (*n* = 64, *p* = 0.2979, **Ei**) based on glomerular localization. **(F)** For time constants (in ms), there was no significant difference (*n* = 64, *p* = 0.4153, **Fi**) between neurons based on their glomerular localization, and no significant difference (*n* = 48, *p* = 0.8786, **Fii**) between neurons based on neuronal area. **(G)** For action potential thresholds (in pA), there was no significant difference (*n* = 20, *p* = 0.1792, **Gi**) between neurons based on their glomerular localization, but there was a significant difference (*n* = 14, *p* \< 0.0001\*\*\*\*, **Gii**) between neurons based on area. **(H)** Frequency distribution of neuronal areas of DA neurons (2996 ± 94.72 μm^2^, *n* = 73). Pink and green dashed borders are used to distinguish Small and Large neurons, respectively.](fncel-14-00060-g002){#F2}

###### 

Membrane properties of recorded OB DA neurons based on glomerular localization.

                                    Top of glomerulus   Bottom of glomerulus   All neurons
  --------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------- ---------------
  Membrane resistance (MΩ)          1725 ± 173.5        1926 ± 174.5           1742 ± 113.5
  Membrane capacitance (pF)         30.71 ± 1.44        28.64 ± 1.33           29.96 ± 0.95
  Neuronal area (μm^2^)             3071 ± 144.1        2864 ± 133.4           2996 ± 94.72
  Time constant (ms)                48.57 ± 3.82        53.26 ± 4.26           49.27 ± 2.7
  Action potential threshold (pA)   325.2 ± 34.80       251.3 ± 40.09          298.7 ± 23.35

All results presented as mean ± SEM, with no significant differences (p ¿ 0.05) between Top and Bottom DA neurons. The "All neurons" column includes neurons localized to the top and bottom of the GL and those not initially distinguished by their glomerular localization.

There were no significant differences between Top and Bottom neurons in regard to their membrane resistance (*n* = 64 neurons, *t*(62) = 0.8151, *p* = 0.4181, [Figure 2Ci](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), capacitance (*n* = 64 neurons, *t*(62) = 1.050, *p* = 0.2979, [Figure 2Di](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), neuronal areas (*n* = 64 neurons, *t*(62) = 0.1.050, *p* = 0.2979, [Figure 2Ei](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), time constants (*n* = 64 neurons, *t*(62) = 0.82, *p* = 0.4153, [Figure 2Fi](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and action potential thresholds (*n* = 20 neurons, *t*(18) = 1.398, *p* = 0.1792, [Figure 2Gi](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, we observed a wide distribution of neuronal areas for these DA neurons ([Figure 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which coincides with previous findings that OB DA neuron subtypes may be distinguished by their size ([@B73]; [@B50]; [@B17]; [@B71]; [@B27]; [@B53]).

Given the previous findings ([@B31]; [@B73]; [@B45], [@B49], [@B50]) of differences in soma sizes between two potential populations of OB DA neurons and our finding that neuronal areas of DA neurons are widely distributed ([Figure 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we also compared these same properties between recorded DA neurons with different sizes ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). For these results, we compared neurons classified as "Large" (3390 to 4890 μm^2^, *n* = 24, green neurons) and with neurons classified as "Small" (1589 to 2610 μm^2^, *n* = 24, pink neurons) ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These separations are also marked by dashed lines, with each color corresponding to neuronal size ([Figure 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The neuronal areas in these groups were significantly different from each other (*n* = 48 neurons, *t*(46) = 16.23, *p* \< 0.0001, [Figure 2Eii](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Membrane properties of recorded OB DA neurons based on neuronal area.

                                    Large neurons           Small neurons
  --------------------------------- ----------------------- --------------------
  Membrane resistance (MΩ)          1274 ± 107.9            2401 ± 242.1\*\*\*
  Membrane capacitance (pF)         39.32 ± 0.917\*\*\*\*   21.23 ± 0.633
  Neuronal area (μm^2^)             3932 ± 91.73\*\*\*\*    2123 ± 63.27
  Time constant (ms)                50.41 ± 4.462           51.50 ± 5.549
  Action potential threshold (pA)   417.8 ± 23.99\*\*\*\*   181.7 ± 33.51

All data presented as mean ± SEM. \*\*\*p \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*p \< 0.0001.

The membrane resistance was significantly greater in Small neurons (*n* = 48 neurons, *t*(46) = 4.251, *p* = 0.0001, [Figure 2Cii](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and the capacitance was significantly greater in Large neurons (*n* = 48 neurons, *t*(46) = 16.23, *p* \< 0.0001, [Figure 2Dii](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results were expected, because membrane resistance and capacitance are a function of neuronal size (further functional implications are also addressed in the Discussion). There was no significant difference in time constants between Large and Small neurons (*n* = 48 neurons, *t*(46) = 0.1536, *p* = 0.8786, [Figure 2Fii](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The action potential thresholds were significantly greater in Large than Small neurons (*n* = 14 neurons, *t*(12) = 5.898, *p* \< 0.0001, [Figure 2Gii](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

General Action Potential Spiking Properties {#S3.SS3}
-------------------------------------------

All electrophysiology recordings were made in whole-cell current-clamp or voltage-clamp mode. The DA neurons were easily targeted for recording based on their green fluorescence ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 140 DA neurons were recorded in horizontal OB slices. The first set of experiments examined whether these neurons display spontaneous, non-synaptically driven action potential firing, which is a well-characterized property of mouse OB DA neurons ([@B73]; [@B76]; [@B17]). None of the neurons examined (*n* = 32) fired spontaneous action potentials ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Many recordings showed evidence of EPSPs (the peaks in [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the presence of excitatory input to DA neurons, likely from OSNs, M/TCs, and/or ETCs, which may show that these neurons have reached maturity ([@B70]). Some DA neurons did fire action potentials without stimulation (data not shown); however, these neurons appeared to be synaptically driven, because they did not show firing at a consistent frequency (4−12 Hz) associated with the spontaneous activity of OB DA neurons in mouse OBs ([@B73]; [@B76]). Therefore, the firing activity of rat OB DA neurons cannot be considered spontaneous, representing a possible functional species difference between rat and mouse OBs.

![Action potential spiking properties of OB DA neurons. **(A)** There was no recorded spontaneous action potential activity (generated without stimulus input) in rat OB DA neurons. This recording shows synaptic activity, represented by EPSPs. **(B)** DA neurons fire a single action potential when stimulated with a sufficiently large depolarizing current. After firing an action potential, they go into depolarization block for the duration of the stimulus. These recordings resulted from incremental 10-pA steps, ranging from --10 to 80-pA. **(C)** A single trace from [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, which shows a single action potential generated from an 80-pA stimulus. **(D)** An example of a trace from a mitral cell (red trace), showing tonic firing in response to a 200-pA stimulus. **(E)** Some OB DA neurons fire multiple spikes when stimulated with a weaker stimulus (blue trace), but tend to fire a single spike with increasing stimulus strength (red trace). Each voltage trace is a response to incremental 25 pA stimuli, from --25 to 200 pA. **(F)** Example traces from [Figure 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, which show that a weak stimulus (25 pA in this example, blue trace) produced tonic action potential spiking, while a stronger stimulus (150 pA in this example, red trace) produced decaying spikes followed by a depolarization block. **(G)** To gauge if DA neurons have different spiking activity based on their glomerular localization and/or neuronal area, dummy variables were assigned to each spiking neuron (0 = no more than one spike at any depolarizing stimulus; 1 = multiple spiker at lower depolarizing stimuli only). There was no significant difference in average number of spikes between neurons based on their glomerular localization (*n* = 36, *p* = 0.7472, **Gi**), but there was a significant difference (*n* = 27, *p* = 0.0083\*\*, **Gii**) between neurons based on neuronal area. Data represented as mean ± SEM.](fncel-14-00060-g003){#F3}

We further examined the spiking profile of these neurons in response to depolarizing current step stimuli. Of the 60 DA neurons recorded for this activity, 59 neurons displayed single spiking activity at some stimulus level: in response to a sufficiently large depolarizing stimulus, these neurons produced a single action potential, followed by a plateau phase (depolarization block) for the duration of the stimulus ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). While these neurons would display single spiking activity for some stimuli as low as 80 pA ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, mitral cells would display tonic spiking in response to a much larger 200 pA stimulus ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the DA neurons may be single spikers. However, of these 59 neurons, 27 neurons additionally produced multiple action potentials in response to weaker depolarizing stimuli ([Figures 3E,F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in [Figure 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the multiple spike pattern produced with a weak stimulus (blue) was replaced by decaying spikes and depolarization block at a larger stimulus level (red). With even larger stimuli the cell becomes a single spiker. Therefore, these single spiker neurons are most responsive to weaker stimuli, so that they may act as high-pass filters ([@B42]; also see section "Discussion").

Further, to analyze whether these spiking properties differ between Top and Bottom and/or Large and Small neurons, we assigned "dummy variables" to add a quantitative measure to these qualitative properties (0 = no more than one spike at any depolarizing stimulus; 1 = multiple spiking only at weaker depolarizing stimuli). After summating these values and comparing the means, there was no significant difference between the spiking properties of DA neurons based on glomerular localization (Top: 0.474 ± 0.117, *n* = 19; Bottom: 0.529 ± 0.125, *n* = 17; *n* = 36 neurons, *t*(34) = 0.3249, *p* = 0.7472, [Figure 3Gi](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), but there was a difference based on the neuronal area of the neuron (Large: 0.6429 ± 0.133, *n* = 14; Small: 0.154 ± 0.104, *n* = 13; *n* = 27, *t*(25) = 2.866, *p* = 0.0083, [Figure 3Gii](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, larger DA neurons are more likely to produce multiple spikes in response to weaker depolarizing stimuli than are smaller DA neurons.

Na^+^ Current {#S3.SS4}
-------------

In whole-cell voltage-clamp, all recorded neurons displayed the fast-activating and inactivating inward I~Na~ ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To isolate the I~Na~ in these neurons, recordings were performed with a 132 mM Cs-based intracellular solution and bath-applied 100 μM Cd (see section "Materials and Methods"). The transient fast activating and inactivating I~Na~ was often no longer than 10 ms ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Recordings from 33 neurons were made for these experiments. The I~Na~ current-voltage curve shows that peak current is largest when the membrane is depolarized to between −20 and 0 mV (*n* = 11 neurons; [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![The voltage-gated I~Na~ in OB DA neurons. All recordings were performed in the presence of Cs and Cd. **(A)** Example of a group of I~Na~ from a DA neuron. These currents were activated by progressively depolarizing 200-ms 10 mV voltage steps, from --10 to 80 mV. Capacitance artifacts were manually blanked. **(B)** The current-voltage relationship (derived from 11 neurons) showing peaks of I~Na~. The largest peak amplitudes were produced when the membrane was depolarized between --20 and 0 mV. **(C)** An example of the protocol used to derive the inactivation/h∞ curve in panel **(E)**. 50 ms pre-pulse voltage steps ranged from --90 to --30 mV in 10 mV steps. Test 100 ms test pulse was 80 mV. Each color of the protocol trace is coordinated with the color of the current trace. **(D)** An example of the protocol used to derive the removal of inactivation/IPI curve in H. Neurons received paired voltage steps, depolarizing the membrane to 60 mV, with increasing subsequent IPIs (0.5, 1, 3, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, and 50 ms). **(E)** The I~Na~ h∞ inactivation curve (derived from 23 neurons). Half of I~Na~ is inactive when the membrane is depolarized to --49 mV. **(F)** To gauge if I~Na~ inactivation properties differ between DA neurons based on their glomerular localization and/or neuronal area, their membrane voltages at 50% inactivation were compared. There was no significant difference between neurons based on localization (*n* = 23, *p* = 0.2149, **Fi**) or area (*n* = 13, *p* = 0.4645, **Fii**). **(G)** Inactivation curves were also compared between Top and Bottom **(Gi)** and Large and Small **(Gii)** neurons. For the membrane potentials of --70 and --60 mV, there were no significant differences between Top and Bottom neurons (--70 mV: *n* = 23, *p* = 0.1500; --60 mV: *n* = 23, *p* = 0.067), while there were significant differences between Large and Small neurons (--70 mV: *n* = 13, *p* = 0.0032\*\*; --60 mV: *n* = 13, *p* = 0.0258\*). **(H)** The I~Na~ IPI curve (derived from 25 neurons). Currents were activated with two 60-mV, 20-ms depolarizing steps. The activation time constant (τ = 63% of the channels are activated) is 13 ms. **(I)** To gauge if I~Na~ reactivation properties differ between DA neurons based on their glomerular localization and/or neuronal area, the average τ were compared. There was no significant difference between neurons based on localization (*n* = 25, *p* = 0.9710, **Ii**) or area (*n* = 12, *p* = 0.2913, **Iii**). **(J)** Individual IPI curves were also constructed for Top and Bottom **(Ji)** and Large and Small **(Jii)** DA neurons. These two sets of curves were similar. Data points are represented as mean ± SEM.](fncel-14-00060-g004){#F4}

To visualize the inactivation properties of this current, a I~Na~ h~∞~-curve ([Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, but also see section "Materials and Methods") was derived. An example protocol used to derive this curve is included in [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The resulting I~Na~ inactivation curve shows half-inactivation at −49 mV (*n* = 23 neurons; [Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To determine if these I~Na~ inactivation properties differ between DA neurons based on their localization or neuronal area, an inactivation curve was derived for each neuron, and the individual membrane potentials at 50% I~Na~ inactivation were summated and their means compared. There were no significant differences based on glomerular localization (*n* = 23 neurons, *t*(21) = 1.279, *p* = 0.2149, [Figure 4Fi](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) or neuronal area (*n* = 13 neurons, *t*(11) = 0.7577, *p* = 0.4654, [Figure 4Fii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) of OB DA neurons ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). To further determine if this current contributes to the spiking difference seen in [Figure 3Gii](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we examined and compared the inactivation curves of Top and Bottom ([Figure 4Gi](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and Large and Small ([Figure 4Gii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) neurons at membrane potentials of interest (−70 and −60 mV). This comparison was prompted by our observation that spiking differences between Large and Small neurons with weaker current stimuli (closer to their resting potential) would disappear when those stimuli increased in strength. Whereas the inactivation curve for Top neurons was left shifted from that for the Bottom neurons, there were no significant differences between the Top and Bottom inactivation curves at either of the membrane potentials of interest (−70 mV: *n* = 23 neurons, *t*(21) = 1.494, *p* = 0.15; −60 mV: *n* = 23 neurons, *t*(21) = 1.926, *p* = 0.0677). Similarly, the inactivation curve for Small neurons was left shifted from that of Large neurons, and there were significant differences at both membrane potentials (−70 mV: *n* = 13 neurons, *t*(11) = 3.748, *p* = 0.0032; −60 mV: *n* = 13 neurons, *t*(11) = 2.576, *p* = 0.0258) between Large and Small neurons' inactivation curves. This finding suggests that Small DA neurons' Na~v~s are more sensitive to inactivation that Large neurons at membrane potentials close to the resting membrane potential.

###### 

I~Na~ properties of OB DA neurons.

                                Top             Bottom          Large            Small           All
  ----------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------- --------------- -----
  50% I~Na~ inactivation (mV)   −51.16 ± 1.93   −47.59 ± 1.62   −48.27 ± 1.934   −57.16 ± 3.14   −49
  IPI (ms)                      13.35 ± 1.353   13.41 ± 1.128   14.53 ± 1.633    11.07 ± 2.918   13

All data, except for the "All" category presented as mean ± SEM. There were no significant differences between Top and Bottom DA neurons or between Large and Small DA neurons.

Lastly, to characterize the rate of recovery from inactivation, an IPI I~Na~ curve ([Figure 4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, but also see section "Materials and Methods") was derived. An example protocol used to derive this curve is included in [Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The resulting IPI curve shows that the average time that it takes for 63% of Na~v~ channels to recover from inactivation (τ) was 13 ms (*n* = 25 neurons; [Figure 4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Again, to determine if these properties differed between DA neurons based on their localization or neuronal area, an IPI curve was derived for each neuron, and the individual τ values were summated and their means compared. There were no significant differences based on glomerular localization (*n* = 25 neurons, *t*(23) = 0.03674, *p* = 0.9710, [Figure 4Ii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) or neuronal area (*n* = 12 neurons, *t*(10) = 1.114, *p* = 0.2913, [Figure 4Iii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) of these DA neurons ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). To further determine if recovery from Na~v~ channel inactivation influences the spiking difference seen in [Figure 3Gii](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we constructed and compared IPI curves for Top and Bottom ([Figure 4Ji](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and Large and Small ([Figure 4Jii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) neurons. These curves were similar between Top and Bottom and Large and Small neurons throughout increasing IPIs.

H-Current {#S3.SS5}
---------

The I~H~ (a non-specific cation current activated during hyperpolarization) is produced by the hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels ([@B12]; [@B88]). Because the I~H~ has been shown to indirectly influence the resting membrane potential of OB DA neurons ([@B72]), and because it influences several spiking frequencies in the hippocampus ([@B12]), we analyzed its strength as a possible metric that could contribute to spiking differences between Large and Small DA OB neurons ([Figure 3Gii](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of I~H~ in our recordings was identified by depolarizing voltage sags in the membrane potential when a sufficiently large hyperpolarizing current is applied. It can also contribute to rebound spiking after the removal of the hyperpolarizing applied current. Both sag and rebound spiking are exemplified in [Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, confirming that rat OB DA neurons possess I~H~. Examples of individual hyperpolarizing traces and the presence of voltage sags are also shown for Top, Bottom, Large, and Small DA neurons ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![The hyperpolarization-activated, non-specific cation I~H~ in OB DA neurons is identified by upward voltage sags during hyperpolarization, after hyperpolarization depolarization, and (sometimes) an action potential following hyperpolarizing stimuli. **(A)** An example of a DA neuron showcasing these three properties of I~H~ during three hyperpolarizing current (--25, --50, and --75 pA) injections. **(B)** Representative hyperpolarizing traces of each of the four groups of DA neurons from this study (red = Top, blue = Bottom, green = Large, pink = Small). All traces are scaled to the scale on the bottom left of the figure. **(C)** A comparison of voltage sag ratios of DA neurons based on their glomerular localization and neuronal area. There was no significant difference between DA neurons based on their glomerular localization, either when the neurons received a --25-pA stimulus ("at --25 pA," *n* = 34, *p* = 0.4500, **Ci**) or when receiving a combination of --25, --50, and --75 pA, or all three hyperpolarzing currents ("at all currents," *n* = 26, *p* = 0.5904, **Cii**). There were significant differences between DA neurons based on the neuronal area, both when receiving only a --25-pA stimulus (*n* = 26, *p* = 0.0061\*\*, **Ciii**) and when receiving the combination of hyperpolarizing currents (*n* = 18, *p* = 0.0067\*\*, **Civ**). **(D)** Voltage sag ratios of DA neurons were compared at starting membrane potentials positive to --120 mV. There was no significant difference between neurons based on glomerular localization (*n* = 49 sags, *p* = 0.6784, **Di**), but Small DA neurons had a significantly greater voltage sag ratio than Large neurons (*n* = 30 sags, *p* \< 0.0001\*\*\*\*, **Dii**). **(E).** Voltage sag ratios of DA neurons were also compared at membrane potentials negative to --120 mV. Again, there was no significant difference between neurons based on glomerular localization (*n* = 90 sags, *p* = 0.2576, **Ei**), but Small DA neurons had a significantly greater voltage sag ratio than Large neurons (*n* = 63 sags, *p* = 0.0432\*, **Eii**). All data represented as mean ± SEM.](fncel-14-00060-g005){#F5}

The voltage sag ratio (see section "Materials and Methods" for calculation methods), a proxy of the slowly activating I~H~ (see section "Discussion"), was used to differentiate between OB DA neurons based on their localization in the GL and neuronal areas. Two sets of voltage sag ratios were used: one set from voltage traces resulting from a −25-pA stimulus only and the second from traces resulting from some combination of −25, −50, or −75 pA stimuli (or all three). For voltage sags resulting from a −25-pA stimulus only, there was no significant difference between the voltage sag ratios of DA neurons based on glomerular localization (*n* = 34 neurons, *t*(32) = 0.765, *p* = 0.45, [Figure 5Ci](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), but there was a significant difference based on neuronal area (*n* = 26 neurons, *t*(24) = 3.009, *p* = 0.0061, [Figure 5Ciii](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Likewise, for voltage sags resulting from the combination of hyperpolarizing stimuli ("all currents" in the figure legend), there was no significant difference between the voltage sag ratios of DA neurons based on localization (*n* = 26 neurons, *t*(24) = 0.5456, *p* = 0.5904, [Figure 5Cii](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), but there was a significant difference based on neuronal area (*n* = 18 neurons, *t*(16) = 3.113, *p* = 0.0067, [Figure 5Civ](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

I~H~ properties of OB DA neurons.

                               Top                 Bottom              Large               Small
  ---------------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ---------------------
  Voltage sag ratio (−25 pA)   0.05 ± 0.01         0.07 ± 0.02         0.03 ± 0.01         0.10 ± 0.05\*\*
  Voltage sag ratio (all)      0.06 ± 0.02         0.07 ± 0.02         0.04 ± 0.01         0.12 ± 0.03\*\*
  V~i~ positive to −120 mV     0.03 ± 0.2×10^−2^   0.03 ± 0.3×10^−2^   0.03 ± 0.3×10^−2^   0.10 ± 0.02\*\*\*\*
  V~i~ negative to −120 mV     0.07 ± 0.8×10^−2^   0.09 ± 0.01         0.06 ± 0.8×10^−2^   0.10 ± 0.02\*

All data presented as mean ± SEM. There were no significant differences between Top and Bottom DA neurons, but there were several significant differences between Large and Small DA neurons. \*

p

\< 0.05; \*\*

p

\< 0.01; \*\*\*\*

p

\< 0.0001.

A reason why smaller DA neurons display larger voltage sag ratios, possibly indicating a stronger overall I~H~, is due to the large resistance of these neurons. However, Small DA neurons may also possess a larger HCN channel density than Large neurons, which would further contribute to a larger voltage sag ratio in the Small population. To test this hypothesis, we divided the voltage sag ratios into two groups based upon the voltage that they dropped to immediately upon application of the hyperpolarizing applied current (V~i~). In one group, the V~i~ was greater than (positive to) −120 mV, and in the second group V~i~ was less than (negative to) −120 mV. This division was made since HCN channels are typically almost entirely activated at potentials below −120 mV ([@B79]), so this second group should have almost maximally activated channels. If Small neurons possess greater voltage sag ratios than Large neurons at these potentials, then they will likely have a stronger I~H~, possibly due to a greater density of HCN channels. When the V~i~ was positive to −120 mV, the voltage sag ratio did not significantly differ between DA neurons based on their glomerular localization (*n* = 49 sags, *t*(47) = 0.4173, *p* = 0.6784, [Figure 5Di](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) but the voltage sag ratio was significantly greater in Small versus Large neurons (*n* = 30 sags, *t*(28) = 5.547, *p* \< 0.0001, [Figure 5Dii](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). When the V~i~ was negative to −120 mV, there was again no significant difference in the voltage sag ratio between DA neurons based on their glomerular localization (*n* = 90 sags, *t*(88) = 1.139, *p* = 0.2576, [Figure 5Ei](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), but the voltage sag ratio was significantly greater in Small versus Large neurons (*n* = 63 sags, *t*(61) = 2.064, *p* = 0.0432, [Figure 5Eii](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Thus, Small DA neurons possessed a stronger I~H~ than Large DA neurons, regardless of how the sag ratio quantification was performed.

Current Ramps Reveal Spiking Properties {#S3.SS6}
---------------------------------------

In the next experiments, we applied ramp stimulus protocols ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), where the input current is gradually increased to a peak and is then removed. This protocol was used to avoid or postpone the depolarization block that occurs in OB DA neurons when the input current is applied as a step pulse ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), allowing analysis of spiking properties of the neurons. The ramp protocols used for the following experiments varied in 6 amplitudes (starting with 0 pA and increasing to either 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, or 600 pA) over 7 durations (50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, or 600 ms). In total, 42 ramps were used. The ramps with longer duration and smaller current amplitude have shallow slopes (in pA/ms), so there is a more gradual application of the stimulus, and the ramps with shorter duration and large current amplitudes have steep slopes.

![Analysis of the effects of ramp slopes (in pA/ms) on the ON and OFF currents of OB DA neurons. **(A)** Example of a ramp protocol (bottom) and a resulting voltage trace (top). The traces and their corresponding ramps were used to determine the ON (black circles) and OFF (white circles) currents. This figure also shows an example of how spike frequencies are derived from traces of ramp protocols (data shown in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Of the 42 ramps used, some ramps had identical slopes (e.g., the slope of 2 pA/ms can include ramps of 200 pA for 50 ms, 400 pA for 100 ms, etc.). For different ramp protocols with the same slopes, the ON and OFF currents and the spike frequencies and number of action potentials in the next figure were averaged. **(B)** Averaged ON and OFF current responses to ramp slopes (derived from 19 neurons). Increasing the slope increases the ON and OFF current of all neurons, but the largest effect is on the OFF current. This also indicates a decrease in duration of spiking with increasing ramp slopes. **(C)** A comparison of ON and OFF currents of DA neurons based on their glomerular localization. After transforming these power functions into log-log plots (see section "Materials and Methods"), there was no significant difference between the increasing ON (*n* = 19, *p* = 0.3405) and OFF currents (*n* = 19, *p* = 0.5368) with increasing ramp slopes between Top and Bottom neurons. **(D)** Same comparison between DA neurons based on their neuronal areas. There were no significant differences in the increasing ON current (*n* = 10, *p* = 0.7680) with increasing ramp slopes, but there was a difference in the increasing OFF currents (*n* = 10, *p* = 0.0402\*) between Large and Small neurons. All data represented as mean ± SEM.](fncel-14-00060-g006){#F6}

In the first experiment, we examined how the ramp slopes influenced the amount of current required for a neuron to begin spiking ("ON current") and end spiking ("OFF current") ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). At the OFF current, a depolarization block is initiated that lasts for the duration of the stimulus. A total of 19 DA neurons were tested, including neurons that produced one or more action potential spike(s) per ramp. Steeper ramp slopes consistently resulted in larger ON and OFF currents in all DA neurons tested ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This result indicates that neurons fire over a longer range of current when stimulated with steep slopes, but their duration of firing decreases with increasing ramp slopes ($\text{Duration} = {\left( \frac{{OFF}{current}}{{Ramp}{slope}} \right) - \left( \frac{{ON}{current}}{{Ramp}{slope}} \right)}$). The changes in these responses were then compared between DA neurons based on GL localization and neuronal area.

The data appear to be distributed as power functions, *y* = 10^*b*^⋅x^*m*^, where *b* and *m* are parameters. For this reason, we transformed the data by taking the common logarithm of the x (ramp slope) and *y*-values (ON- or OFF-current, or spike frequency, or number of spikes) and constructing log-log plots (see section "Materials and Methods" and also [Supplementary Figures](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This linearized the data, confirming the power-law dependence of the data on the ramp slope, and we looked for significant differences in the slopes *m* of the linearized data (this parameter is the exponent of the power function). There were no significant difference in *m* between Top and Bottom neurons in their increasing ON currents (Top: *b* = 1.767, *m* = 0.4494, *n* = 9 neurons; Bottom: *b* = 1.657, *m* = 0.4281, *n* = 10 neurons; *p* = 0.3405, [Supplementary Figure 1A](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) nor in their increasing OFF currents (Top: *b* = 2.116, *m* = 0.4359, *n* = 9 neurons; Bottom: *b* = 1.993, *m* = 0.4537, *n* = 10 neurons; *p* = 0.5368, [Supplementary Figure 2A](#FS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with increasing ramp slopes. The raw, un-transformed data are shown in [Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. For the Large and Small DA neurons, there was no difference in *m* between their increasing ON currents with increasing ramp slope (Large: *b* = 1.827, *m* = 0.4274, *n* = 5 neurons; Small: *b* = 1.612, *m* = 0.4210, *n* = 5 neurons; *p* = 0.7680, [Supplementary Figure 1B](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but there was a significant difference in *m* between the increasing OFF currents of Small and Large DA neurons (Large: *b* = 2.194, *m* = 0.4026, Small: *b* = 1.905, *m* = 0.4729; *p* = 0.0402, [Supplementary Figure 2B](#FS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The un-transformed data are shown in [Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. These results indicate that the OFF current for Small neurons increases significantly more with increases in the current ramp slope than does the OFF current for Large neurons, however, Large neurons still have larger OFF currents when stimulated with this range of ramp stimuli (see [Supplementary Figure 2B](#FS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and section "Discussion"). There are no significant differences in either ON or OFF currents between Top and Bottom neurons.

Next, we examined the frequency response of OB DA neurons over a range of input ramp slopes. Spike frequency was calculated for each individual action potential by measuring the time period (Δt) between that action potential and the next one, and taking the reciprocal of the period to determine frequency (*f*) ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This was then averaged over all spikes in the response. A total of 13 neurons that produced more than one action potential per ramp were used for these experiments. Overall, the spike frequency increased with increasing ramp slopes, up to a saturation frequency (∼70−75 Hz) ([Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The change in spike frequency was used as another metric to compare DA neurons based on glomerular localization and neuronal area. The *m* for the increase in spike frequency across ramp stimuli did not differ between Top and Bottom DA neurons (Top: *b* = 1.568, *m* = 0.2900, *n* = 6 neurons; Bottom: *b* = 1.567, *m* = 0.3068, *n* = 7 neurons; *p* = 0.35, [Supplementary Figure 3A](#FS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The un-transformed data are shown in [Figure 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. However, the significantly higher *m* in Small neurons indicates that they had a greater increase in spike frequency than Large neurons across increasing ramp slopes (Large: *b* = 1.566, *m* = 0.2649, *n* = 4 neurons; Small: *b* = 1.626, *m* = 0.3217, *n* = 3 neurons; *p* = 0.004, [Supplementary Figure 3B](#FS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The un-transformed data are shown in [Figure 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, Small DA neurons appear to increase their spike frequency with increasing ramp slope strength more than the DA Large neurons.

![Analysis of the effects of ramp slopes on the spike frequencies and the number of spikes of OB DA neurons. **(A)** The frequency responses (in Hz) of neurons (*n* = 13) that spiked more than once per ramp stimulus increase with increasing ramp slopes. **(B)** After transforming these power functions into log-log plots (see section "Materials and Methods"), there was no difference (*n* = 13, *p* = 0.3544) in the increasing spike frequencies with increasing ramp slopes between Top and Bottom DA neurons. **(C)** The increasing spike frequencies with increasing ramp slopes was significantly higher (*n* = 7, *p* \< 0.0043\*\*) in Small than Large neurons. **(D)** Number of spikes produced with increasing ramp slopes of neurons (*n* = 13) drops dramatically, particularly between 0 and 2 pA/ms ramps. **(E)** Top DA neurons produced a significantly greater decrease in spikes across increasing ramp slopes than did Bottom neurons (*n* = 13, *p* = 0.0009\*\*\*). **(F)** There was an even greater decrease in spikes across increasing ramp slopes in Large compared to Small DA neurons (*n* = 7, *p* \< 0.0001\*\*\*\*).](fncel-14-00060-g007){#F7}

Lastly, we determined the effect of ramp slope on the number of action potentials produced by these neurons. Again, 13 neurons with multiple action potentials per ramp stimulus were used. Overall, the number of action potential spikes decreased with increasing ramp slopes ([Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). We observed differences in this change in the number of action potentials between DA neurons based on both GL localization and neuronal area. Interestingly, Top DA neurons had a significantly more negative *m* than Bottom neurons, and thus produced a greater decrease in spikes across increasing ramp stimuli than Bottom neurons (Top: *b* = 0.5636, *m* = −0.3035, *n* = 6 neurons; Bottom: *b* = 0.4046, *m* = −0.1875, *n* = 7 neurons; *p* \< 0.001, [Supplementary Figure 4A](#FS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The un-transformed data are shown in [Figure 7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. The *m* value was even more significantly negative in Large neurons, indicating that they had an even greater decrease in spikes across increasing ramp stimuli than Small DA neurons (Large: *b* = 0.6208, *m* = −0.3859, *n* = 4 neurons; Small: *b* = 0.3994, *m* = −0.1909, *n* = 3 neurons; *p* \< 0.0001, [Supplementary Figure 4B](#FS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The un-transformed data are shown in [Figure 7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}.

These data suggest that slowly increasing inputs result in long, low-frequency responses, while inputs that increase rapidly result in short, high-frequency responses. The number of spikes produced during a current ramp declines faster with the ramp slope in the Top DA neurons than in the Bottom DA neurons. The greatest difference in the number of spikes between these groups appears at shallower ramps (0−7 pA/ms). The Small DA neurons exhibit a greater increase in spike frequency with increase in the current ramp slope than do the Large DA neurons. These same Small DA neurons exhibit less of a decrease in the number of spikes produced as current ramp slope is increased than do the Large DA neurons. We note that the ramp protocol was the only protocol that we applied that was able to distinguish some differences between Top and Bottom DA neurons.

Discussion {#S4}
==========

We used a novel transgenic rat line (TH-GFP) to show that DA neurons are widely expressed in the GL of the rat OB. The interneurons that express TH and GABA are collectively termed JGCs, which are among the first neurons to make contact with the OSNs. In the GL, DA, GABA, and glutamate can modulate the odor signal being transmitted to the main output neurons, the M/TCs. These modulatory mechanisms include inhibition of glutamate release from OSNs via presynaptic activation of the D~2~ and GABA~*B*~ receptors ([@B3]; [@B67]; [@B35]; [@B9]; [@B24]; [@B87]), inhibition of glutamate release from M/TCs via D~2~ receptor activation ([@B21]), and an interglomerular inhibition-excitation of ETCs via activation of GABA~*A*~ and D~1~ receptors, respectively ([@B57]). While there is much understanding about the synaptic activity of OB DA neurons, it is not fully understood if there are more than one type of OB DA neuron and how these neurons respond to artificial stimuli. Based on our examination of membrane properties, we show that OB DA neurons may be differentiated according to their neuronal area, but not always according to their glomerular localization (whether closer to the ONL or the EPL) in the GL. While most membrane properties could not be differentiated between neurons based on their glomerular localization, responses to ramp stimuli, including the ON and OFF currents and the number of spikes as the ramp slope increased, differed between both Top and Bottom neurons and Large and Small neurons. The spiking profiles of these neurons in response to step stimuli were distinguishable by their neuronal area and sometimes by their glomerular localization. Along with these findings, we conclude by discussing potential species differences between OB DA neurons.

Evidence for and Potential Identity of at Least Two Types of Olfactory Bulb Dopamine Neurons {#S4.SS1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous findings commonly categorize OB DA neurons into two size profiles ([@B31]; [@B73]; [@B45], [@B49], [@B50], [@B51]; [@B17]; [@B71]; [@B27]; [@B53]). It is possible that OB DA neurons with smaller soma sizes that sometimes lack an axon are PGCs ([@B74]; [@B51]; [@B65]), while DA neurons with larger soma sizes and interglomerular projections are SACs ([@B2]; [@B41]; [@B15]). Are these two potentially different populations of OB DA neurons differently localized in the GL? Our membrane properties results indicate that there is no preferred glomerular localization of Large and Small DA neurons. However, a recent study by [@B27] found that large TH + /DA neurons were mostly expressed in the deep glomerulus, at the border of GL/EPL. Interestingly, these large neurons exclusively possessed an AIS, indicating that these DA neurons are axonic ([@B27]). While we have recorded a total of 10 Large DA neurons that were localized to the Bottom of the GL, we also recorded from a total of 15 Large DA neurons that were localized to the Top of the GL. Thus, our data suggest that Large DA neurons are found in both the superficial and deep halves of the glomerulus. While Large DA neurons in the deep GL likely possess an axon, Large neurons in the superficial GL may not possess an axon.

A new study by [@B53] has further described the OB DA population as belonging to four groups: the Large PGCs with apparent axons, Small PGCs that are either axonic or anaxonic, Transglomerular cells with processes extending up to two or more glomeruli, and the Incrusting cells that extend their processes in the periphery of the glomeruli. These findings, along with our results on the many differences (passive membrane properties, tonic spiking or single action potentials, the I~H~, OFF currents, spiking frequency, and number of spikes produced) between the "Large" and "Small" OB DA neurons, support the previous findings that there are at least two types of OB DA neurons. It is also clear that, given that there are new ways of differentiating these neurons based on their dendritic arborizations ([@B15]) and projections of their processes ([@B41]; [@B53]), further studies to better understand OB DA neurons should focus on their spiking properties.

Spiking Properties, Ionic Currents, and Further Evidence for at Least Two Types of Dopamine Neurons in the Olfactory Bulb {#S4.SS2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When depolarized by conventional current step stimuli, OB DA neurons overwhelmingly (*n* = 59/60 neurons) produced a single action potential at the beginning of a strong depolarizing stimulus, before entering a depolarization block for the duration of the stimulus ([Figures 3B,C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This was in contrast to the tonic spiking produced in mitral cells ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Some (*n* = 27/59 neurons) of these single spikers also produced multiple spikes continuously when stimulated with weaker stimuli only ([Figures 3E,F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we classified these neurons as single spikers that are more responsive to weaker stimuli. These neurons may fit the criteria of the "non-accommodating" spiking group characterized by [@B61], because when they produced tonic spiking, these spikes appeared to maintain a consistent spike frequency throughout the step stimulus. Based on the number of Large and Small neurons that showed these properties, it was more likely that Large OB DA neurons would produce multiple spikes at weaker stimuli, but not Small neurons ([Figure 3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The spiking data imply that the larger OB DA neurons are more responsive to weaker, not stronger, odor stimuli.

To examine the role that ionic currents play in these neurons being single spikers, we investigated the I~Na~ ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Of these ionic properties, we found that Small DA neurons' Na~v~ channels were much more sensitive to inactivation at membrane potentials close to the resting membrane potential (−70 and −60 mV) than those of Large DA neurons ([Figure 4Gii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, this difference in Na~v~ sensitivity should, at least partially, address the difference in spiking between Large and Small DA neurons ([Figure 3Gii](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Future studies that could address this difference in spiking could include investigating a potential difference in the density of Na~v~ between Large and Small DA neurons ([@B91]; [@B80]), the neuronal localization of these channels ([@B86]; [@B54]), and further analyses of K^+^ currents, including the A-type ([@B38]) and M-currents ([@B66]; [@B56]). Our reported time constant (13 ms, [Figure 4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is similar to the previously reported 16.8 ms in OB PGCs ([@B38]). In OB PGCs, it was determined that the long time constant required to remove inactivation from Na~v~ and the short time constant required to remove the inactivation from channels that produce the K^+^ A-current contribute to the single spiking properties of OB PGCs ([@B38]). Given our reported values for inactivation and the similarly long removal of inactivation time constant for Na~v~, these properties may contribute to the single spiking activity of OB DA neurons.

The I~H~ can act as a pacemaker current for neurons that experience spontaneous, rhythmic spiking ([@B88]). In mouse OB DA neurons, pharmacological blockade of I~H~/HCN did hyperpolarize their resting membrane potential, but this did not cause these neurons to stop their spontaneous spiking ([@B72]). We did not test the importance of the I~H~ in the firing properties of rat OB DA neurons. However, as the neurons in our study did not produce spontaneous spikes ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), it is likely that this current does not act as a pacemaker in rat OB DA neurons either. We observed further biophysical difference between Large and Small OB DA neurons in the form of the I~H~. The presence of I~H~ in these neurons was evident, because they produced voltage sags when a hyperpolarizing current was applied, often followed by rebound action potentials that can be due in part to I~H~ ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We used the voltage sag ratio as a representative measure of the strength of I~H~ and as a means to distinguish between potential types of OB DA neurons. At all hyperpolarizing stimuli, voltage sag ratios did not differ between DA neurons based on GL localization, but were consistently larger in Small compared with Large DA neurons ([Figures 5Ciii,iv,Dii,Eii](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). One functional implication of I~H~ could be that it allows for the smaller neurons to get out of hyperpolarization, bypass their action potential thresholds (which would be easier for these neurons since smaller neurons have a lower threshold, [Figure 2Gii](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and generate an action potential earlier than larger neurons. Given the inactivation properties of Na~v~s in Small neurons, their larger I~H~ can indirectly inactivate these channels more than it would in Large DA neurons, which may contribute to the difference in spiking between these neurons.

According to Ohm's Law, smaller neurons should produce a greater voltage drop when hyperpolarized than larger neurons, activating a larger fraction of HCN channels. Thus, smaller neurons would be expected to produce larger voltage sags, as well. However, if larger DA neurons experienced the same voltage drop as smaller neurons, would their voltage sag ratios be different or the same? As we found that Small DA neurons experienced larger voltage sag ratios even when they began at similar membrane potentials as Large DA neurons ([Figures 5D--E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), we conclude that Small DA neurons have a stronger I~H~ than Large neurons. Interestingly, the difference in voltage sag ratios between Small and Large neurons was much greater at more positive hyperpolarized potentials ([Figure 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) than more negative hyperpolarized potentials ([Figure 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the HCN channel activation curve could be right shifted in the smaller neurons, so that the channels activate at higher voltages.

It should be noted that, while some of the recorded neurons did not have noticeable voltage sags, it does not necessarily mean that they do not possess an I~H~. Depending on the presence of specific HCN subunits (subunits 1−4; [@B88]; [@B62]), these neurons may possess the fast-activating I~H~, slow-activating I~H~, or a mixture of both. The fast-activating I~H~ rapidly opposes the applied hyperpolarizing current, reducing the size of the voltage drop when the hyperpolarizing current is applied. In contrast, the slow-activating I~H~ produces the voltage sags ([@B79]). Therefore, those neurons that did not display voltage sags (a property of slow-activating I~H~) may still possess the fast-activating I~H~. Future experiments could label the HCN subunits and verify the distribution of the fast and slow components of the I~H~ among different rat OB DA neurons, as has recently been done in vestibular ganglion neurons ([@B63]).

Further Spiking Properties in Response to Current Ramp Stimulations {#S4.SS3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Our current clamp data up to this point show spiking in response to single step stimuli. While current step protocols provide a good snapshot of the spiking response per individual stimulus, we wanted to further characterize spiking properties in response to increasing stimuli. Thus, we used ramp stimuli, which can be thought of as a new current step stimulus every millisecond. Ramps with smaller current amplitudes and longer durations had shallow slopes, while ramps with larger amplitudes and shorter duration had steep slopes ("ramp slopes" is interchangeable with "ramp stimuli"). The resulting power functions ([Figures 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and their transformed log-log plots (see section "Materials and Methods" and [Supplementary Figures](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) describe the response of these neurons to increasing ramp stimuli, as well as differences between the responses of Top vs. Bottom and Large vs. Small DA neurons.

Shallow ramp stimuli yielded smaller ON/OFF currents, while steeper stimuli yielded larger ON/OFF currents ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Shallow ramp stimuli also yielded smaller spike frequencies ([Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and more spikes ([Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) than steep stimuli. Large neurons produced larger OFF currents than Small neurons ([Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with data in [Figure 3Gii](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, because Large neurons would take a longer time to enter depolarization block than Small neurons, especially at very shallow ramp stimuli (Duration = Current/Ramp slope). Small neurons developed larger spike frequencies across increasing ramp stimuli ([Figure 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and had considerably fewer spikes at shallow ramp stimuli ([Figure 7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) than Large neurons. This again confirms our findings that not only are OB DA neurons more sensitive to weaker stimuli, but Large DA neurons tend to develop more, lower interspike frequency action potentials than Small neurons. While these results confirm our hypothesis for Large and Small neurons based on [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the findings between Top and Bottom neurons are less intuitive.

There are two parameters -- derived from log-log plots -- that influence these DA neurons: 10*^*b*^* and x*^*m*^*. Whereas 10*^*b*^* is a constant, x*^*m*^* changes with increasing ramp stimuli. If the exponent *m* (which is the slope of the linear equations generated in log-log plots, and also the exponent of the ramp slope stimulus in the un-transformed power functions) is significantly greater in one group, then the change that group experiences will increase (or decrease, if *m* is negative) more than the other group. Small neurons experience a greater increase in their spike frequencies ([Supplementary Figure 3B](#FS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with a smaller decrease in their overall spiking ([Supplementary Figure 4B](#FS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), compared to Large neurons as ramp stimuli increase. Small neurons also have a significantly larger increase in their OFF currents than Large neurons with increasing ramp stimuli, as demonstrated by their greater *m* value ([Supplementary Figure 2B](#FS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, because the *b* value for Small neurons (1.905) is smaller than that of the Large neurons (2.194), the OFF current for Large neurons will consistently stay higher than that of Small neurons across the ramp stimuli that we tested (0−12 pA/ms) and is consistent with the data presented here that Large neurons have a longer duration of spiking than Small neurons. This means that the constant 10*^*b*^* also dictates the spiking properties of not only Large and Small neurons, but also those of Top and Bottom neurons ([Figures 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Some of the properties that can contribute to the *b* and *m* parameters of each neuron include that neuron's action potential threshold (rheobase -- [Figure 3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), I~Na~ properties, including inactivation ([Figures 4E,G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), Na~v~ density ([@B91]; [@B80]) and distribution throughout the neuron ([@B86]; [@B54]), K^+^ current properties, including the fast-activating and inactivating A-type current ([@B38]) and the non-inactivating M-current ([@B66]; [@B56]), the I~H~ ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; [@B72]), and further biophysical properties. Some of the differences between Top and Bottom neurons may also come from morphological properties, including possessing an axon/AIS ([@B17]; [@B27]) and the growing classification of DA neurons in the OB ([@B53]), among other factors.

Do Olfactory Bulb Dopamine Neurons Act as High-Pass Filters? {#S4.SS4}
------------------------------------------------------------

Which spiking pattern is more effective at releasing neurotransmitter depends on the presynaptic plasticity that occurs in the DA neuron's presynaptic terminals. If the synapses facilitate, then high-frequency bursts of activity are likely more effective. However, if depletion of the readily releasable vesicle pool predominates, then the low-frequency spike trains could be more effective. The efficacy of the response of DA neurons to ramp input thus raises several questions. Are OB DA neurons dependent on action potentials for DA release, and what are the most effective stimuli for inducing transmitter release from these OB DA neurons? How can these gating mechanisms contribute to functionality of OB DA neurons?

First, because OB DA release can be evoked by a single action potential ([@B14]), OB DA neurons receive excitatory synaptic input ([@B32]), and their synaptic activity increases after depolarization ([@B3]; [@B67]; [@B35]; [@B9]; [@B24]; [@B21]; [@B57]; [@B87]), it is likely that exocytosis of synaptic vesicles is triggered by electrical impulses. These levels of release would likely differ depending on the time of the day, with higher levels in the daytime and lower levels in the nighttime of rodents ([@B19]).

Unlike the midbrain DA neurons ([@B84]; [@B83]; [@B92]; [@B39]; [@B93]; [@B20]), to the best of our knowledge, there is no direct evidence to suggest that OB DA neurons are more sensitive to stronger stimuli. Rather our data combined with the functionality of these neurons provide support for the notion that they are more sensitive to weaker stimuli. Because OB DA neurons are inhibitory, they may filter out the background, tonic odors. In the context of the OB, this suggests that DA neurons may act as high-pass filters to allow stronger odor signals to be processed by the main output neurons ([@B42]). A similar hypothesis was described for the function of calretinin PGCs, which are also single spikers ([@B38]).

Whether DA neurons may act as high-pass filters depends on whether these neurons stop releasing transmitter during depolarization block. When these neurons receive a large enough stimulus, they will revert to inactivity, which is characterized by depolarization block (plateau, non-spiking phase that can be distinguished in [Figures 3B,C,F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Does this inactivity mean that OB DA neurons can no longer be synaptically active? During depolarization block, these neurons have a depolarized membrane potential of about −40 to --30 mV. This depolarization could activate Ca~v~ channels that are necessary for inducing a synaptic cascade, thus releasing DA and GABA. If this is the case, then these neurons can still be synaptically active, even though they are quiescent in terms of their somatic action potentials. This would especially be likely if a somatic action potential/depolarization block is proximal to the Ca~v~ of dendrites, causing a dendritic release of transmitters. However, depolarization block causing transmitter release may not be as likely for DA neurons expressing an axon. Without somatic action potentials, saltatory conduction in the nodes of Ranvier of the axon may not be possible. If saltatory conduction still occurs during depolarization block, then we would expect to record back-propagating action potentials during depolarization block. Additionally, a simulated study shows that high-frequency stimulations of axons will cause partial depolarization block ([@B30]). Therefore, since there is/are a subpopulation of OB DA neurons that do express an axon ([@B27]; [@B53]), and because DAergic projections can span up to 1 mm ([@B41]), it is unlikely that sustained depolarization block will cause synaptic release at the axonal terminals of a subset of OB DA neurons. Future voltammetry studies, which can measure DA release from dendrites and axon terminals, while simultaneously recording depolarization block in soma, may be an effective approach for answering this question.

In the OB, DA release causes a presynaptic inhibition of OSNs via the D~2~ receptor, effectively decreasing excitatory input onto and from the M/TCs ([@B67]; [@B35]; [@B9]; [@B24]; [@B21]; [@B57]; [@B87]). Perhaps, higher odor concentrations could inhibit DA neurons, as did the stronger depolarization stimuli ([Figures 3E,F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and steeper ramps ([Figures 7D--F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). If these stronger odors bypass the DAergic network in the glomerulus, then these neurons may act as high-pass filters ([@B42]): actively inhibiting transmission of weak/ambient odors while being quiescent in the presence of stronger odors. Thus, the activity of OB DA neurons may increase odor discrimination through the D~2~ receptor ([@B85]) by inhibiting glutamate release from its intraglomerular OSNs and M/TCs, while having more complicated, temporal effects on its interglomerular targets ([@B57]).

Clinical Implications {#S4.SS5}
---------------------

The increasing availability of transgenic mice over the past few decades has caused mice to assume a greater role in biomedical science compared to rats. However, the advent of transgenic rats such as this hTH-GFP rat line ([@B37]) allows for further characterization of OB DA neurons from a different rodent species. This adds to the collective knowledge of the function of OB DA neurons, as well as how these neurons may be affected by neurodegenerative diseases such as PD, and is of particular interest to those in the fields of pathology and neurology. When afflicted with PD, the OB DA neurons of rats and people paradoxically increase in number ([@B36]; [@B55]; [@B64]). A loss of olfaction -- hyposmia and anosmia -- precedes overt PD and can be a sign of the early stages of this disease ([@B22]; [@B8]; [@B36]; [@B75]; [@B78]). This hyposmia and anosmia is possibly due to increased inhibition from the greater number of DA-GABA neurons present in the affected OBs of PD patients ([@B1]). In some rodent models of PD, rats (but not mice) appear to display Parkinsonian motor deficits more akin to the symptomology in humans ([@B23]). Our finding that OB DA neurons do not spontaneously spike in rats ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), while they do in mice ([@B73]; [@B76]), suggest biophysical differences that may be important in the function of the neurons in odor discrimination. Therefore, clarifying the function of DA neurons in mammalian, including human, OBs and investigating potential species differences may facilitate the successful design of clinical trials and treatments for olfactory dysfunction as well as the early detection of neurodegenerative disorders.
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